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ease elides body and commodity by positioning the diseased body of the
worker as the outcome ofhis labor. Whether conservative (as in Chad-
wick's laissez-faire politics) or radical (as in Engels's socialism), this
literature consistently forwards the notion that what the factory system
really mass-produces is pathology itself

Irf critiques of the factory system situate disease as the end product of
1 labor, they also represent the worker's body as a quantity of raw material

that is subjected to a laborious, painful, and ultimately useless course of
manufacture. According to these studies, indus trial disease remade the
worker's body in the image of his trade. Jobs involving repetitive me-
chanical movements, for instance, tended to cause unusual orthopedie
problems, generating joint deforrnities, permanent flexures, and even
paralyses that embodied the adaptive subordination of body parts to
specifie tools and machines. Engels describes a condition called "hind-
leg," particular to lathe workers who had "from perpetually filing at the
lathe, crooked backs and one leg crooked ... so that the two legs have
the form of a K" (210), while an r869 Lancetarticle anatornizes a condi-
tion called "hephaestic herniplegia," or "harnmer palsy," in which pro-
longed use of a severi-pound hammer caused gradual paralysis over the
entire right sides of carpenters' bodies (quoted in Arlidge 554). ln these
disorders, workers' bodies were overtaken by the work performance;
physical disability marked the worker's complete appropriation by the
activity and apparatus of labor. J. T. Arlidge's exhaustive Hygiene Dis-
easesand Mortality of Occupations (r892) contains numerous such exarn-
ples. "Silk twisting," for instance, in which boys ran back and forth
while holding a heavy skein of thread at arm's length, caused a corre-
sponding "twisting of the trunk to that side"; the resulting spinal curva-
ture and knee deformities represented a pathological embedding of the
work activity in the body's structure, a debilitating confusion of act and
object, cause and effect: the twister finally became so twisted that he
could no longer perform the act of twisting (s57). Similarly, button
makers suffered from "choreitic movements of the hands and fingers ...
due to erethism of the nerve centres of the brain from perpetually
dealing with minute objects in a monotonous fashion" (555); even at rest
their hands habitually fluttered through the routinized motions of their
work (as such, button makers tragically realized the productive ideal of
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having certain skills at one's fingertips). ln these examples, labor re-
forms the body in its own image, twisting, bending, and stiffening it
into postures that are at once perfectly adaptive and acutely patholog-
ical. lndeed, debilitated workers frequently reported that they preferred
the very cramped, hunched-over positions that helped to produce their
complaints. Engels notes that metal grinders suffering from respiratory
failure compensated for their shortness of breath by obstructing their
own freedom of movement. ln an all-too-literal enactment oflabored
breatbing, "they habitually raise the shoulders to relieve the permanent
and increasingwant ofbreath; they bend forward, and seem, in general,
to feel most comfortable in the crouching position in which they work"
(2II-12).

Where some workers were so thoroughly worked over that they
came to embody the specifie motions of their own labor, others were
chemicallyaltered by their own raw materials. Jobs requiring workers
to handle toxic substances such as lead, arsenic, and phosphorus; to
breathe noxious fumes from naphtha, turpentine, and petroleum; or to
inhale the thick dust from textile manufacture, bone and metal grind-
ing, and coal mining, led to systemic problems such as slow poisoning,
chronic respiratory failure, and progressive nerve damage. These dis or-
ders involved a kind of corporeal amalgamation, a merging of workers'
bodies with the raw materials of their trades. This pathological corn-
bination of flesh and raw material was dramatically contained in the
phlegmatic formations of workers suffering from industrial asthma.
Metal grinders, for instance, coughed up balls of phlegm composed of
mucus and metallic dust (Engels 212), while colliers produced spittle
blackened by coal. ln "grinder's asthma" and "black spit" the bodys
refuse revealed the raw materials of its trade: the grinder's expectora-
tions marked his efforts to expel the needIelike metal fragments pierc-
ing his bronchial tubes, while the rniner's charred saliva registered the
fact that bis lungs were clogged with coal. lndustrial diseases thus in-
corporated an entire problematic of materiality, emerging precisely at
the point where the raw materials of industry-flecks of glass, metal
splinters, textile dust, toxic fumes-entered the hum an body, embed-
ding themselves in the tissues of the lungs, seeping through the skin
into the bloodstream, collecting in the bones and liver and brain.
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This problematic relation, in which manufacture altered bodily
composition, took a variety of forms: indus trial disease manifested it-
self as an adaptation of parts, as when the skeleton deformed itself to fit
a machine; as a mixing of hum an and industrial waste, as in metallic
mucus or lumps of phlegmatic coal; and, most dramaticaily, as a chemi-
cal reaction between flesh and raw material. Copper poisoning, for
instance, converted the worker into a kind of anatomical alloy; smelters
absorbed so much metal that they acquired its chemical properties.
They tasted like copper-coughing up dust leaves a "metallic, coppery
tas te" (Arlidge 442) in workers' mouths-and they even oxidized: as
copper molecules fused with oxygen in the bodys tissues, the hair,
gums, urine and stools ail took on a greenish tint (442-44). Likewise,
matchmakers suffering from phosphorus poisoning became phospho-
rescent. As the phosphorus penetrated into the jaw and spread to the
surrounding tissues of the head and neck, workers laboring under
matchmaker's necrosis began to glow; indeed, with their luminously
decomposing heads atop comparatively inert bodies, matchmakers
with "phossy jaw" were living lucifer matches in their own right.!'
lndustrial diseases thus incorporated a process in which the com-
pounding of tissue and toxin was so thorough that they could no longer
be told apart.

The imaginative significance of industrial diseases-as signs of in-
humane working conditions, and, more broadly, as evidence of how
indus trial capitalism reconfigures the body-can be seen in Elizabeth
Gaskell's novel North and South (r855), wherein a character named
Bessy Higgins dies of respira tory failure after working in an unventi-
lated Manchester cotton mill. Troubled by a chronic cough and in-
creasingly unable to breathe, she attributes her asthmatic condition to
"fiuff. ... Little bits, as fly off fro' the cotton, when they're carding it,
and fill the air till it looks all fine white dust. They say it winds round
the lungs, and tightens them up. Anyhow, there's many a one as works
in a carding-room, that Falls into a waste, coughing and spitting blood,
because they're just poisoned by the fiuff" (146). Although Bessy's im-
age of the strangulating action of fiuff is highly impressionistic, not to
mention anatomically impossible (dust breathed into the lungs could
never wrap itself around them), the basic impulse behind her descrip-
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tion is technically correct: indus trial diseases ernbody a process by
which the material body and the raw materials of industry become
hopelessly intertwined.

It is in this context that we can begin to understand the figurative
connection between disease and industry in Victorian medical litera-
ture. The material patterns ofindustrial pathology found a metaphori-
cal counterpart in medical models of disease, which mapped productive
language onto pathological process as a means of investigating the
meaning of corporealiry in machine culture. The chapters that fol1ow
study various dimensions of this broad dynamic. Organized by disease,
Raw Material is made up of four case studies that work together to
show how the specifie manifestations ofindividual diseases became the
means ofinvestigating the effect of"progress" on personhood. Chapter
l focuses on the deadly modern plague, Asiatic cholera. An Eastern
disease that ravaged England on four separate occasions between 183I
and r865, cholera materialized anxieties about cultural contamination.
Brought over from India on ships and then circulated through the
streets of English cities, it provided a figure for the threatening fluidity
of cultural and bodily boundaries in an imperialist world economy. By
looking at how choleric pathology came to be symptomatic of the wider
degenerative patterns of machine culture, this chapter lays the ground-
work for later ones by raising questions about the relationship between
materiali ty and metaphor in Victorian thought. Chapter 2 shows how a
conceptual antipathy between femininity and the factory system mod-
ulated the social construction of breast cancer. Describing malignant
masses as mass productions, the discourse ofbreast cancer drew on the
vocabulary of machine culture to developan "objective" approach to a
heartbreakinglyinvasive and ail-but-incurable disease. The third chap-
ter extends this investigation ofhow mechanization affected models of
selfhood. Assessing the impact of dismemberment and prosthesis on
notions of working-class masculinity, it shows how, in merging male
bodies with machines, prosthetics reconstituted injured soldiers and
industrial workers through a utilitarian model of gender: by restoring
physical mobility,artificiallimbs suggested that ail a man needed to be
truly himself was a working body. Chapter 4 anatomizes the symbolic
importance of deforrnity for Victorian culture, analyzing how the freak@~
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stilted and mechanical, subordinated to the automotive requirements
of machines, the problem of distinguishing between people and things
was more than just an interesting philosophical question: it was a press-
ing and immediate concern. The firstvolurne ofMarx's Capita! (1867) is
perhaps the most famous articulation ofhow capitalism scrambles dis-
tinctions between bodies and objects by falsely animating things and
fataily mechanizing workers.!" However, Marx's account of material
and mechanical threat must be seen as one of a series of competing
narratives about materiality circulating during this time. The notion of
bodies being overtaken or replaced by machines, for instance, was used
toward a number of ideological ends. lndustrial novels such as Hard
Times (r854) and Mary Barton (r848) anticipate the trajectory of ac-
counts like Marx's, arguing that because workers are irreducibly human
they cannot survive a system that expects them to be machines-the
"Hands" in Dickens's Coketown suffer precisely because they are not
"only hands, or, like the lower creatures of the seashore, only hands and
stomachs" (Hard Times 70). Other discourses, however, imagine mech-
anization as a means of securing an ail-roc-vulnerable humanity. As I
go on to show in chapter 3, this is the operative fantasy of prosthesis,
which imagines that the amputee's sense ofhimself as a whole man can
be restored by merging his mangled limb with a machine.

As the example of prosthesis suggests, narratives that placed people
and property in dynamic relation to one another, imagining that selves
could intermingle with their stuffin mutuaily constitutive and enabling
ways, were deeply compelling. To take just one example, Victorian
writers developed an entire epistemology-even a psychology-of that
quintessentially English artifact, the umbrella. The umbrella was seen
to reflect, extend, and even complete its owner's personality: as an r858
Househo!d Words essay on "People's Umbrellas [as indices to character]"
puts it, "This humble instrument is cherished as a street god-a corn-
panion-a something to hold silent communion with-an appendage
which, like a dog or a walking-stick, is modified by the character of its
owner, while it becomes, at the same time part of his system, exerting an
influence over him equal to what it receives" (Hollingshead 496). This
logic of material reciprocity, in which elemental and individual qualities
cross over to create a perfect economy of character, appears over and
over again in Victorian writing. Elsewhere in Househo/d Words,Dickens
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describes his umbrella as a kind of phrenological prosthesis, a silken
skull containing "all the best bumps in my head" ("Please to Leave Your
Umbrella" 457), while "People's Umbrellas" depicts a nervous man's
umbrella as an emotional wreck, an uns table structure with outbursts so
powerful that it continually keels over and even occasionallywets itself.
When propped up against the wall, "the ill-constructed nuisance opens
with a burst and a splutter, falling helplessly in the little pool which it
has deposited on the carpet" (Hollingshead 496). (There was help for
such cases-a shop in Shoreditch advertised itself as an Umbrella Hos-
pital, and, claiming to be able to do both physical and psychological
repairs, charged sixpence for such minor services as "restoring a broken
rib," "inserting a new spine," and supplying "new motive power," and
one shilling for the more complex operations involved in "restoring a
shattered constitution," "resuscitating the muscularia," "supplying a
new head," and "supplying a new set of nerves" [Crawford I9I].)15
Taking on human features so completely that they seem to be, paradox-
ically, essential to their owners' sense of themselves as autonomous
individuals, umbrellas embodied a fantasy of a world in which the mas-
sive proliferation of objects worked to solidify subjects, in which the
least palpable qualities of being-taste, intelligence, frame of mind-
could be materialized within the contours of thing0

If personal property was seen as an extension of specifie person-
alities, popular accounts of manufacture commonly attributed human
qualities to raw materials. An 1850 Household Words essay entitled "A
Paper-Mill" tells how rags are made into paper from the perspective of
the materials-fust rags, then pulp, and finally paper+themselves.
Similarly, popular and technical accounts of vulcanization depict the
refinement of india rubber as a civilizing process, a socialization of
substance in which an exotic and unruly black mass is whitened, sta-
bilized, and made into a range of socially useful products." Together,
these examples indicate the imaginative potential embedded within the
epistemological and material confusions of machine culture, the sense
that leveling constitutive distinctions between people and things en-
abled new models ofidentity and materiality to be conceptualized even
as that levelingjeopardized distinctions among selves, their bodies, and
the larger material world. This book situates pathology at the heart of
this broad cultural dynamic. The physical alterations caused by disease


